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Abstrat: In grid networks, distributed resoures are interonneted by wide area network
to support ompute and data-intensive appliations, whih require reliable and eient
transfer of gigabits (even terabits) of data. Dierent from best-eort tra in Internet,
bulk data transfer in grid requires bandwidth reservation as a fundamental servie. Existing
reservation shemes suh as RSVP are designed for real-time tra speied by reservation
rate, transfer start time but with unknown lifetime. In omparison, bulk data transfer re-
quests are dened in terms of volume and deadline, whih provide more information, and
allow more exibility in reservation shemes, i.e., transfer start time an be exibly hosen,
and reservation for a single request an be divided into multiple intervals with dierent reser-
vation rates. We dene a exible reservation framework using time-rate funtion algebra,
and identify a series of pratial reservation sheme families with inreasing generality and
potential performane, namely, FixTime-FixRate, FixTime-FlexRate, FlexTime-FlexRate,
and Multi-Interval. Simple heuristis are used to selet representative sheme from eah
family for performane omparison. Simulation results show that the inreasing exibil-
ity an potentially improve system performane, minimizing both bloking probability and
mean ow time. We also disuss the distributed implementation of proposed framework.
Key-words: Reservation, grid, bulk data transfer, exibility
Un adre exible de réservation de bande passante pour
les transferts massifs dans les réseaux de grille
Résumé : Dans les réseaux de grilles, les ressoures distribuées sont interonnetées par des
réseaux longues distane pour exéuter des appliations intensives de alul ou de traitement
de données, qui néessitent des transferts ables et eaes de volumes de données de l'ordre
de plusieurs gigaotets ou terotets. Le transferts massifs dans les grilles, ontrairement au
tra best eort de l'Internet, requierent un servie de réservation de bande-passante. Les
shémas de réservation existants, tels RSVP, ont été onçus pour du tra temps-réel et pour
lequel on spéie un débit réservé, une date de début de transfert mais on ne préise pas la
durée. En omparaison, les transferts massifs de grilles sont dénis en termes de volumes
et de date limite, e qui ore plus d'informations et autorise des shémas de réservation
plus exibles. Le début eetif du transfert peut être hoisi, une réservation pour une
même requête peut être divisés en plusieurs intervals ave des débits réservés diérents.
Nous dénissons un adre exible de réservation de bande passante à l'aide d'une algèbre
de fontions temps-débit et identions une série de familles de shémas de réservation, que
nous nommons FixTime-FixRate, FixTime-FlexRate, FlexTime FlexRate, et Multi-Interval,
présentant une généralité et un potentiel de performane roissants. Des heuristiques simples
sont utilisées pour séletionner un shéma représentatif dans haque famille pour omparer
les performanes. Les résultats de simulation montrent que l'augmentation de la exibilité
peut potentiellement augmenter les performanes du système, minimiser la probabilité de
bloage et la durée moyenne des ux. Nous disutons aussi de l'implantation distribuée du
adre proposé.
Mots-lés : Réservation, grille, transferts massifs, exibilité
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1 Introdution
Grid omputing is a promising tehnology that brings together large olletion of geographi-
ally distributed resoures (e.g., omputing, storage, visualization, et.) to build a very high
performane omputing environment for ompute and data-intensive appliations [7℄. Grid
networks onnet multiple sites, eah omprising a number of proessors, storage systems,
databases, sienti instruments, and et. In grid appliations, like experimental analy-
sis and simulations in high-energy physis, limate modeling, earthquake engineering, drug
design, and astronomy, massive datasets must be shared by a ommunity of researhers dis-
tributed in dierent sites. These researhers transfer large subsets of data aross network
for proessing. The volume of dataset an usually be determined from task speiation,
and a strit deadline is often speied to guarantee in-time ompletion of the whole task,
also to enfore eient use of expensive grid resoures, not only network bandwidth, but
also the o-alloated CPUs, disks, and et.
While Internet bulk data transfer works well with best-eort servie, high-performane
grid appliations require bandwidth reservation for bulk data transfer as a fundamental
servie. Besides strit deadline requirement and expensive o-alloated resoures as we
disussed above, the smaller multiplexing level of grid networks ompared to Internet also
serves as a main driving fore for bandwidth reservation. In Internet, the soure aess
rates are generally muh smaller (2Mbps for DSL lines) than the bakbone link apaity
(hundreds to thousands of Mbps, say). Coexistene of many ative ows in a single link
smoothes the variation of arrival demands due to the law of large number, and the link is
not a bottlenek until demand attains above 90% of its apaity [13℄. Thus no proative
admission ontrol is used in Internet for bulk data transfer. Instead, distributed transport
protools, suh as TCP, are used to statistially share available bandwidth among ows in
a fair way. Contrarily, in grid ontext, the apaity of a single soure (c = 1Gbps) is
omparable to the apaity of bottlenek link. For a system with small multiplexing level,
if no pro-ative admission ontrol is applied, burst of load greatly deteriorates the system
performane.
A onrete example is given in Setion 2 to demonstrate the importane of resoure
reservation for grid networks. Through the example, we also show that existing RSVP-type
framework is not exible enough for bulk data transfer reservation. In Setion 3, we dene
a exible reservation framework using time-rate funtion algebra. Setion 4 identies a
series of pratial reservation sheme families with inreasing generality, and we use simple
heuristis to selet representative sheme from eah family. In Setion 5, simulation result
of hosen shemes are presented and the impat of exibility is analyzed. A distributed
arhiteture is proposed in Setion 6. In Setion 7, we briey review related works on
bandwidth reservation. Finally, we onlude in Setion 8.
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2 Motivation
In Figure 1, we simulate a single link with apaity C. Bulk data transfer requests arrive
aording to a Poisson proess with parameter λ. Request volume is independent of arrival
time, and follows an exponential distribution with parameter µ. Simulations with other
arrival proesses and tra volume distributiones reveal similar trend, whih are not pre-
sented here for brevity. Load ρ = λ/(C ∗ µ). Requests have maximal transfer rate Rmax.
In Internet setting RInternetmax = C/100, and in grid setting R
grid
max = C/10. Ideal transport
protool is assumed, so that if there are no more than C/Rmax ative ows, all of them
transfer at full rate Rmax. If there are n > C/Rmax ative ows, they all transfer at rate
C/n. A request with volume v fails and immediately terminates, if it does not omplete
transfer within v/Rmin time, where Rmin ≤ Rmax is the expeted average throughput of
the request (in this example Rmin = Rmax/2 for all requests). In Internet-NoAC setting
(AC stands for Admission Control), the fail probability is low until load ρ attains above
95%. In grid-NoAC setting, however, the fail probability is nonnegletable even under a
medium load, and it deteriorates rapidly as load inreases. Thus we onsider using a simple
reservation sheme, whih enfores requests to reserve Rmin bandwidth when they arrive,
so that all aepted requests are guaranteed to omplete before deadline (fail probability is
0). Requests are bloked if the number of ative reservations reahes C/Rexp. This kind
of reservation an be supported by existing reservation shemes, for example, RSVP [3℄. In
grid-AC setting, we still assume ideal transport protool, i.e., aepted requests are able to
fairly share unreserved apaity in addition to their reserved bandwidth. Blok probability
of grid-AC setting is muh lower than fail probability of grid-NoAC setting.
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Figure 1: Fail/blok probability under dierent multiplexing level
In Figure 1, we also plot a variation of grid-AC setting in whih ows an only use
reserved bandwidth. With this dull transport protool assumption, the link an be mod-
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eled as a standard M/M/m/m queuing system with m = C/Rmin = 10. Comparing this
M/M/m/m setting against grid-NoAC setting, simple reservation sheme with dull trans-
port protool an still outperform no admission ontrol setting with ideal transport protool
when load is relatively high. This again demonstrates the benet of reservation. Meanwhile,
the big performane gap between M/M/m/m setting and grid-AC setting shows that when
transport protool is dull, a RSVP-type reservation does not fully exploit the system's a-
paity. The transport protool design for high speed network is still an ongoing researh.
Complementarily, we onsider how to improve system's performane by using more exible
reservation shemes in this paper.
RSVP is designed for real-time tra whih normally requests for a speied value of
bandwidth from a xed start time. Their lifetime is unknown, thus reservation remains in
eet for an indenite duration until expliit Teardown signal is issued or soft state expires.
In stead, bulk data transfer requests are speied by volume and deadline. This allows more
exibility in the design of reservation shemes. As volume is known, the ompletion time
an be alulated by sheduler and kept in time-indexed reservation states. If there is not
enough bandwidth at the moment a request arrives, transfer an be sheduled to start at
some future time point as long as it an omplete before deadline. Bandwidth reservation
an also omprise sub-intervals with dierent reserved rates.
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Figure 2: Flexible reservation shemes example
Limitation of RSVP-type reservation for bulk data transfer is illustrated in Figure 2.
In this example, we onsider a link with apaity C = 4Tbph. Requests arrive online with
varying volume, their maximal transfer rate is Rmax = 2Tbph and their minimum average
transfer rate is Rmin = 1Tbph. A request arrives at time t with volume v has a deadline
t + v/Rmin. Assume at urrent time 0h, there are four ative reservations eah reserving
1Tbph bandwidth. Their termination times are known and marked in the gure. A new
request arrives at 0h with volume v = 4Tb, and its deadline is 0h+ 4Tb/Rmin = 4h. Sine
there is no bandwidth left at time 0h, this request will be rejeted by RSVP-type reservation
sheme. This unneessary rejetion an be avoided, if we use more exible reservation sheme
RR n° 0123456789
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and exploit the time-indexed reservation state information. A feasible reservation solution
is to reserving 1Tbph for the request from time 1h (other than from 0h) until 3h, followed
by a dierent reservation rate of 2Tbph until 4h.
In the ase of v = 4Tb, this is the only solution to aept the request and guarantee
its suessful ompletion without preempting any existing reservations. However, if the
request has volume v = 2Tb and thus deadline 2h, no feasible solution exists to aept the
new request unless preemption is allowed. The onept of preemption is borrowed from job
sheduling literature, whih means the modiation (inluding teardown) of the reservation
state of an already-aepted request by system. Compared to non-preemptive shemes,
preemptive shedulers enjoy higher deision exibility whih implies potential performane
gain. But they have some drawbaks inluding:
 Dropping aepted request auses more dissatisfation than bloking new one;
 Dynami hange (QoS degration) of reservation state hurts servie preditability, whih
is important beause bandwidth is o-alloated with other resoures.
Also, it is hallenging to design a distributed preemptive reservation arhiteture. In this
paper, we fous on a non-preemptive reservation framework.
There may be multiple feasible solutions to aept a request, for example if the request
here is with volume v = 6Tb and deadline 6h. The algorithm to selet a solution out of
all feasible solutions depends on the objetive funtions of reservation shemes. Besides
inreasing aept probability, there are other important performane riteria. Borrowing
onept again from job sheduling, ow time is dened as the time between a request's
arrival and its ompletion. For bulk data transfers, espeially in grid appliations, it is
desirable to minimize ow time. Smaller ow time not only improves users' satisfation,
but also releases all o-alloated resoures earlier bak to sharing pool. Fairness among
ows is also an important performane riteria. For example, bulk data transfer may dene
fairness over their average throughput. These riteria may be oniting with eah other.
For example, the solution to minimize ow time here is to reserve 1Tbph from 1h to 3h,
and 2Tbph from 3h to 5h so that the request an be nished at 5h. While the solution to
minimize peak reservation rate is to reserve 1Tbph from 1h to 3h, and 4/3Tbph from 3h to
6h. Yet another reasonable solution is to reserve 0.5Tbph from 1h to 3h, 1.5Tbph from 3h
to 5h, followed by 2Tbph (Rmax) from 5h to 6h, so that the remained bandwidth variation
along time axis is minimized.
It is very diult (if not totally impossible) to identify the optimal solution in both
o-line and on-line setting. Sometimes it is preferable to rejet a request even when feasible
solution exists. In this paper, we don't emphasis the hoie of objetive funtions and
optimal solutions. Instead, we fous on formalizing a exible yet pratial solution spae, so
that a potential andidate solution will not be missed beause of the limitation in reservation
framework exibility.
INRIA
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3 Flexible reservation framework
3.1 System model
We model grid networks as a set of resoures interonneted by wide area network. The
underlying ommuniation infrastruture of grid networks is a omplex interonnetion of
enterprize domains and publi networks that exhibit potential bottleneks and varying per-
formane harateristis. For simpliity, we assume a entralized sheduler manages reserva-
tion state vetor L for all links in the system. We will disuss the distributed implementation
in Setion 6.
We dene a request as a 6-tuple:
r = (sr, dr, vr, ar, dr, R
max
r ) (1)
As suggested by name, soure sr requests to transfer bulk data of volume vr to destination
dr. Request arrives at time ar and transfer is ready to begin immediately. Transfer should
omplete before deadline dr, and R
max
r is the maximum rate that request r an support,
onstrainted by either link apaity of end nodes, appliation or transport protool.
Request r
Plus
funcMin
System
State L(t)
Decision
Dr(t)
Constraint
Cr(t)
Figure 3: Reservation shemes algorithm framework
A bandwidth sheduler makes deision for request based on system state L(t) and request
speiation r. As shown in Figure 3, a sheduler rst alulates onstraint funtion Cr(t)
for the reservation, onsidering both request speiation and urrent system state L(t).
Calulation of onstraint is a min operation over time-rate funtion whih will be dened
below. Constraint funtion Cr(t) then is used to make reservation deision Dr(t). Dr(t) is
the output of sheduler, and is also used internally to update link state L(t).
3.2 Time-rate funtion algebra
We denote the set of all time-rate funtions as F , and we dene Min-Plus algebra over F :
(f1 min f2)(t) = min(f1(t), f2(t)) (2)
RR n° 0123456789
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(f1 + f2)(t) = f1(t) + f2(t) (3)
While Min-algebra is a semigroup, Plus-algebra is a group with identity element f0(t) =
0, ∀t ∈ (−∞,∞). We dene ≤ relation over F as:
f1 ≤ f2, i f1(t) ≤ f2(t), ∀t ∈ (−∞,∞) (4)
Note that F with ≤ is a partial order set not satisfying omparability ondition.
ar, dr, R
max
r in request speiation determines a time-rate funtion, whih an be viewed
as the original onstraint funtion imposed by request speiation:
Crequestr (t) = R
max
r h(t− ar)−R
max
r h(t− dr) (5)
where:
h(t) =
{
1 t ∈ [0,∞)
0 otherwise
(6)
is the Heaviside step funtion (unistep funtion). Translation of h(t) is indiator funtion
for half-open interval.
The onstraint alulation stage shown in Figure 3 is to onsider both Crequestr (t) and
system reservation state L(t), so that the resulted Cr(t) returns the maximum bandwidth
that an be alloated to request r at time t:
Cr(t) = (C
request
r min L1 min L2 min . . . min Lk)(t) (7)
where we assume links L1, L2, . . . Lk form path from source[r] to dest[r], and Li(t) is the
time-(remained bandwidth) funtion for link Li. The min operation is illustrated in Figure
4 with two links L1 and L2 in request r's path:
a
r time
rate L1(t)
L
2
(t)
C
r
request(t)
C
r
(t)
0
Rmax
r
d
r
Figure 4: Calulate request's onstraint funtion Cr(t)
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Reservation deision funtion Dr(t) returns the reserved data rate for r at time t. If
sheduler rejets the request, no bandwidth will be reserved for the request in the whole
time axis. Thus rejetion deision an be represented by f0. Dr(t) satises:
Dr(t) ≤ Cr(t) (8)∫ dr
t=ar
Dr(t)dt = vr, if Dr 6= f
0
(9)
In the system state update stage shown in Figure 3:
Li(t) = (Li −Dr)(t), ∀Li ∈ path of r (10)
At time τ , an empty link Li without any reservation has Li(t) = B[Li]h(t − τ), where
B[Li] is the total apaity of link Li.
3.3 Step time-rate funtions
General time-rate funtions are not suitable for implementation, thus we restrit our dis-
ussion to a speial lass of time-rate funtions, i.e., the step time-rate funtions, whih are
easy to be stored and proessed.
Formally, a funtion is alled step funtion if it an be written as a nite linear ombi-
nation of indiator funtions of half-open intervals. Informally speaking, a step funtion is
a pieewise onstant funtion having only nitely many piees. A time step funtion f(t)
an be represented as:
f(t) = a1h(t− b1) + a2h(t− b2) + · · ·+ anh(t− bn) (11)
We denote the set of all step funtions as Fs ⊂ F . A step funtion with n non-ontinuous
points an be uniquely represented by a 2 × n matrix
[
a1 . . . an
b1 . . . bn
]
with elements in
rst row non-zero, and elements in seond row stritly inreasing. All step funtions
with n non-ontinuous points form n-step funtion set Fns ⊂ Fs. F
0
s = {f
0}. F1s =
{all translations of h(t)}. All non-regressive linear ombination of two dierent elements in
F1s form F
2
s . For f
2 ∈ F2s , if a1 + a2 = 0, f
2
and f0 enompass a retangular in time-rate
oordinate. All suh f2 form the retangular funtion set Frec. We also dene general n-step
funtion set Gn = F0 ∪ F1 . . .Fn.
Following disussions restrit reservation shemes to make deision in step funtion form,
i.e., Dr ∈ Fs . For f
n(t) ∈ Fns and f
m(t) ∈ Fms , it is easy to show that (f
n min fm)(t) ∈
Fn+ms , and (f
n + fm)(t) ∈ Fn+ms , i.e., both min and plus operations are losed in Fs,
thus onstraint funtion Cr(t) and time-(remained bandwidth) funtion Li(t) are also step
funtions. The omputation and spae omplexity for min, plus and order operations over
funtion fn(t) and fm(t) are O(n+m). We disuss alulation of Dr(t) based on Cr(t) and
vr in next setion.
RR n° 0123456789
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Shemes aept deision exibility
FixTime-FixRate Dr(t) = Cr(t) 0
FixTime-FlexRate Dr(t) ∈ Frec with term
h(t− ar)
1
FlexTime-FlexRate Dr(t) ∈ Frec 2
Multi-Interval Dr(t) ∈ Gn 2n-2
Table 1: Reservation shemes
4 Reservation shemes
4.1 Shemes taxonomy and heuristis
Existing RSVP-type reservation shemes only supports reservation of a xed bandwidth
from a xed start time, whih we name as FixTime-FixRate shemes. Slightly more general
are FixTime-FlexRate shemes, whih still enfores a xed start time, but allow sheduler
to exibly determine the reservation bandwidth. To further generalize the idea, we have
FlexTime-FlexRate shemes, whih allows reservation starts from any time in [ar, dr] and
reserves any rate (but need to be onstant) ontinuously until transfer ompletes. Finally,
by allowing reservation omprise of multiple (n ≤ 1) sub-intervals with dierent reservation
bandwidths, we have Multi-Interval shemes. Regarding their solution spae, FixTime-
FixRate ⊂ FixTime-FlexRate ⊂ FlexTime-FlexRate ⊂MultiRate. Their dierent exibilities
are summarized in Table 1.
The exibility makes it hard to hoose a suitable deision Dr(t) if multiple andidates
are available. As mentioned in Setion 2, there are multiple performane riteria, inreasing
aept probability, minimizing ow time, and ensuring fairness among ows, just name a few.
In fat, even for RSVP-type reservation sheme with only two hoies (rejet, or aept the
request with xed rate at xed start time), it is hard to make an optimal seletion as proved
in [12℄. Instead, we use simple heuristis to selet representative sheme from eah family for
performane omparison. A threshold-based rate-tuning heuristi is used to hoose andidate
from FixTime-FlexRate shemes whih will be detailed in Setion 5. Simple Greedy-Aept
and Minimize-FlowTime heuristis are used to hoose andidate from FlexTime-FlexRate
family and Multi-Interval family.
Greedy-Aept means: If there is at least one feasible solution to aept a oming request,
the request should not be rejeted. Greedily aept new request is not optimal in an o-
line sense, beause sometimes it maybe better to Early-Rejet a request even when feasible
solution exists, so that apaity an be kept for more rewarded-requests whih arrive later.
Despite this, it is an interesting heuristi to study, beause:
 Greedy-Aept heuristi an be used orthogonally with trunk reservation to mimi the
behavior of Early-Rejet ;
INRIA
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 Greedy-Aept introdues a strit priority based on arriving order, whih by itself is a
reasonable assignment philosophy.
Minimize-FlowTime means: If there are multiple feasible solutions in the solution spae,
the one with minimal ompletion time will be hosen. Besides the straightforward benet on
minimizing ow time, this philosophy also helps maximize the utilization of resoure in near
future, whih otherwise is more likely to be wasted if no new request omes soon. However,
sine the near future is more densely paked with reservation, assuming all requests have
idential Rexp, then a small volume request with short life span is easier to get rejeted
than a large volume request with long life span. This unfairness an also be addressed by
volume-based trunk reservation.
4.2 FixTime-FixRate shemes
In FixTime-FixRate shemes, request speies its desired reservation rate. Sheduler an
only deide to aept or rejet. As shown in [1℄, reduing reservation rate inreases system's
Erlang apaity. Thus a andidate FixTime-FixRate sheme to maximize aept rate is to
enfore:
Dr =
{
Rminr (h(t− ar)− h(t− dr)) if R
min
r ≤ Cr(ar)
f0 otherwise
(12)
Here Rminr =
vr
dr−ar
satisfy Equation (9). In this sheme, every aepted request om-
pletes transfer exatly at its deadline, if a dull transfer protool is used. This is the reserva-
tion sheme used in Figure 1. Notie that for FixTime shemes without advane reservation,
Equation (8) is simplied to onsider onstraint funtion Cr(t)'s value at ar only, beause:
 FixTime shemes' reservation is enfored to begin from ar;
 Under FixTime shemes without advane researvation, time-(remained apaity) fun-
tion Li(t) for any link Li is non-dereasing along time axis.
4.3 FixTime-FlexRate shemes
FixTime-FlexRate shemes still enfore transfer start at ar, thus Dr(t) ∈ Frec must have
term h(t − ar). Compared to FixTime-FixRate shemes, FixTime-FlexRate shemes an
exibly hoose the rate parameter Rr in Dr(t). FixTime-FlexRate shemes alloate a single
rate Rr for aepted request r from its arrival time ar to its ompletion time ar +
vr
Rr
:
Dr(t) = Rr(h(t− ar)− h(t− ar −
vr
Rr
)) (13)
The seond term above is alulated using Equation (9). While Equation (8) is simplied
as: ar +
vr
Rr
≤ dr thus Rr ≥
vr
dr−ar
, and Rr ≤ Cr(ar) similar to FixTime-FixRate shemes.
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4.4 FlexTime-FlexRate shemes
FlexTime-FlexRate shemes relax the x start time onstraint. Thus, Deision Funtion
Dr(t) of FlexTime-FlexRate shemes an be any retangular funtion satisfying Equation
(8) and (9). FlexTime-FlexRate shemes alloate a single rate Rr in interval [t
start
r , t
start
r +
vr
Rr
] ⊆ [ar, dr]. The Dr an be fully haraterizes by a pair (t
start
r , Rr). Completion time is
alulated using Equation (9).
To simplify Equation (8), we dene onstraint retangular funtion set Fconstraintrec and
Pareto optimal retangular funtion set FParetorec for onstraint funtion Cr(t):
Fconstraintrec = {f(t)|f(t) ∈ Frec and f(t) ≤ Cr(t)} (14)
FParetorec = {f(t)|f(t) ∈ F
constraint
rec and
!∃ g(t) ∈ Fconstraintrec , g(t) > f(t)} (15)
Pareto optimal retangular funtion set of a n-step onstraint funtion Cr(t) an be
alulated in O(n2) as illustrated in Figure 5, FParetorec ontains O(n
2) elements.
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Figure 5: Pareto Optimal Retangular funtion set
Apply Greedy-Aept and Minimize-FlowTime heuristis here: a request r is rejeted,
if and only if there is no f(t) ∈ FParetorec with integration no less than vr; otherwise, all
Pareto optimal retanglar funtions with large enough integration are heked to identify
the one providing minimum ow time. Given a Pareto optimal retangular funtion f(t) =
a1(h− t1)−a1(h− t2), the minimum ow time it an provide is t1+
vr
a1
. The implementation
of this sheme is detailed in Table 2.
4.5 Multi-Interval shemes
Compared to all above shemes, reservation deision in Multi-Interval shemes an be om-
posed of multiple intervals with dierent reservation rates. Note thatMulti-Interval shemes
INRIA
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strut time-rate{
double time;
double rate;
boolean unVisited = true;
};
Input: 6-tuple representation of request r and its onstraint funtion Cr(t), whih is a n-step
funtion represented by a time-rate vetor v. For i∈ [0, . . . , n− 1]:
v[i℄.time is the (i+ 1)th nonontinuous points of Cr(t),
v[i℄.rate = Cr(v[i].time).
Output: deision d in a time-rate struture.
int nextInrease(int i){
for(i++; i <= n; i++)
if(v[i-1℄ < v[i℄)
break;
return i;
}
int nextDerease(int i){
if(v[i℄.unVisited){
v[i℄.unVisited = false;
double r = v[i℄.rate;
for(i++; i < n; i++)
if(r > v[i℄.rate)
break;
return i;
}
else
return n;
}
strut time-rate reservation(request r, strut time-rate v[℄){
strut time-rate d;
d.time = r.deadline;
d.rate = 0;
for(int left = 0; left < n-1 && v[left℄.rate > 0 && v[left℄.time < d.time; left = nextIn-
rease(left)){
double resv-rate = v[left℄.rate;
for(int right = nextDerease(left); right < n; right = nextDerease(right)){
if(v[left℄.time + r.volume / resv-rate < d.time){
d.time = v[left℄.time + r.volume / resv-rate;
d.rate = resv-rate;
break;
}
resv-rate = v[right℄.rate;
}
}
if(d.rate > 0) d.time − = r.volume / d.rate;
return d;
}
Table 2: Greedy-Aept Minimize-FlowTime FlexTime-FlexRate shemes
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are dierent from preemptive shemes. Although multiple rates an be used inMulti-Interval
shemes, and ows are probably sheduled to transfer in two disontinuous intervals, this
deision is determined at the moment the request arrives, and is not hanged (preempted)
after that.
time
rate
v
r
C
r
(t)
a
r
d
r
Figure 6: Multi-Interval shemes
Apply Greedy-Aept andMinimize-FlowTime heuristis here, if integration of Cr(t) over
time axis is larger than vr:
Dr(t) =
{
Cr(t) t ≤ τ
0 t > τ
(16)
where time τ satises:
∫ τ
t=ar
Cr(t)dt = vr. Dr(t) = f
0
if no suh τ exists. As shown in
Figure 6, when Cr(t) ∈ F
n
s is a n-step funtion, omputational omplexity of MR-MaxPak-
MinDelay sheme is O(n), and Dr(t) ∈ G
n
s .
Sometimes it is useful to enfore Dr(t) ∈ G
n
s for a onstant n. For example, FlexTime-
FlexRate shemes are subset of Multi-Interval shemes enforing Dr(t) ∈ G
2
s . If reservation
deision is allowed to be omposed of at most two adjeent subintervals with dierent rates,
it an be modeled as subset of Multi-Interval shemes enforing Dr(t) ∈ G
3
s .
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5 Performane evaluation
5.1 Simulation setup
We use simulation to demonstrate the potential performane gain from the inreasing ex-
ibility. We onsider the performane of both bloking probability and mean ow time for
following shemes:
 FixTime-FixRate-Rmax sheme is a FixTime-FixRate sheme with reservation rate of
Rmax;
 FixTime-FixRate-Rmin sheme is a FixTime-FixRate sheme with reservation rate of
Rmin;
 Threshold-FixTime-FlexRate sheme is a simple FixTime-FlexRate sheme whih re-
serves Rmax when the minimum unreserved bandwidth among all links along the path
is above a threshold (set as 20% of link apaity in this simulation), and reservates
Rmin otherwise;
 Greedy-Aept and Minimize-FlowTime heuristi in the FlexTime-FlexRate family;
 Greedy-Aept and Minimize-FlowTime heuristi in the Multi-Interval family.
For all above settings, dull transport protool is assumed, whih uses and only uses reserved
bandwidth.
To simplify the disussion on the potential gain of inreasing exibility, we ideally assume
that bulk data transfer requests arrive online aording to a Poisson proess with parameter
λ, all requests have the same volume v, Rmax = C/10 and Rmin = C/20, where C is the
link apaity. Observation in this simple setting also helps explain the system behavior in
more general settings, whih may have dierent arrival proess, volume distribution, Rmax
and Rmin.
5.2 Single Link setting
We rst onsider the ase of single bottlenek link. Performane of above shemes is plotted
under inreasing load.
Figure 7 shows that in terms of bloking probability, FixTime-FixRate-Rmin sheme
performs better than FixTime-FixRate-Rmax sheme. When reservation rate dereases, two
oniting eets happen: On one hand, more requests an be aepted simultaneously;
on the other hand, eah request takes a longer time to nish. [1℄ shows that dereasing
reservation rates inrease system's Erlang apaity, whih is veried in this Figure. However,
as FixTime-FixRate-Rmin always onservatively reserve Rmin, its request ow time is always
vr/Rmin. Contrarily, ow time of FixTime-FixRate-Rmin sheme is aways vr/Rmax, whih
is only half of vr/Rmin under our simulation setting, as shown in Figure 8.
Exploiting the exibility of seleting reservation rates, Threshold-FixTime-FlexRate sheme
strikes a good balane between reduing bloking probability and minimizing mean ow
RR n° 0123456789
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Figure 7: Bloking probability of reservation shemes
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Figure 8: Mean ow time of reservation shemes
time. When load is low, a new request reserves full rate Rmax, so that its ow time is
minimized. Although the new request agressively seizes bandwidth, the threshold statis-
tially ensures that there are still abundant bandwidth left. Thus the probability is low
that in a near future oming ows are bloked due to this aggressive request. Instead, the
new request exploits the resoure whih will otherwise be wasted, and also it is able to
release network resoure more quikly, whih benets the system at a middle-range time
sale. In the lightly-loaded region Threshold-FixTime-FlexRate sheme performs similar to
INRIA
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FixTime-FixRate-Rmax sheme. However when load inreases, links are often run in satu-
rated state, a new request has higher probability to nd remained apaity below threshold.
Thus in this region, Threshold-FixTime-FlexRate sheme automatially adapts its behav-
ior to perform similar to FixTime-FixRate-Rmin. From the two gures, it is observed that
Threshold-FixTime-FlexRate sheme has a muh lower bloking probability than FixTime-
FixRate-Rmax sheme, while has a muh lower mean ow time than FixTime-FixRate-Rmin
sheme.
In this single link setting, behavior of seleted FlexTime-FlexRate and Multi-Interval
shemes are idential. This is an artiial result of the uniform volume and Rmax setting,
as well as the integer value of C/Rmax. We also ondut extensive simulations over more
general volume, Rmax and Rmin distribution over a single link, and results also show that
the performane of FlexTime-FlexRate and Multi-Interval remains lose. Both FlexTime-
FlexRate andMulti-Interval shemes perform muh better than above three shemes in both
bloking rate and ow time.
A remarkable observation is that, FlexTime-FlexRate and Multi-Interval shemes with
dull transport protool even outperform the FixTime-FixRate-Rmin sheme equipped with
ideal transport protool, in terms of both bloking rate and ow time (see the Rmin +
Ideal Transport Protool urve in both Figure. In addition, the small ow time of Rmin
+ Ideal Transport Protool is ahieved opportunistially by ideal transport protool, whih
an not be guaranteed at the moment when the reservation is made (in ontrast, FixTime-
FixRate-Rmin sheme an only guarantee that aepted requests are ompleted before dead-
line). Thus other o-alloated resoures an not exploit the small ow time to inrease their
sheduling eieny. On the other hand, the request ow time is known and guaranteed
in reservation shemes at the moment when request is proessed. This preditability an
benet other o-alloated resoures. This result strongly motivates the study of advaned
reservation shemes.
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5.3 Grid network setting
We also evaluate dierent shemes' performane in a network setting. We use the topology as
shown in Figure 9. n ingress sites and n egress sites are interonneted by over-provisioned
ore networks. Eah site omposed of a luster of grid nodes, and is onneted to ore
network with a link of apaity C. The maximal aggregate bandwidth demands from the
ulster may exeed C, making these links potential bottleneks. For simpliity, we assume
that the ore network is over-provisioned, like the visioned Grid5000 networks in Frane
[5℄. Core network an be provisioned, for example, using hose model [6℄. When generating
request, its soure is randomly seleted from ingress sites, then a random destination is
seleted independently among egress sites. All sites have the same probability to be hosen.
Figure 9: Topology
Figure 10 and Figure 11 plot the performane when there are 10 ingress nodes and 10
egress nodes in the network. Compared to Figure 7 and Figure 8, three phenomenons are
observed:
 Overall, performane of shemes degrades slightly;
 FlexTime-FlexRate sheme's bloking probability shows a big inrease, and its perfor-
mane is no longer lose to Multi-Interval sheme;
 Multi-Interval sheme's mean ow time performane deteriorates obviously.
The overall performane degration an be traed to the fat that reservation in a network
need to onsider multiple links (both ingress and egress link in this topology). A reservation
request is bloked or its ow time beomes longer when any one of them is ongested. If
we assume that ongestion states in two links are independently and identially distributed,
with mean ongestion probability p, the probability that there is at least one of them being
ongested is 2p− p2 > p. This intuitively explains the overall degration of performane.
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king probability of reservation shemes
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Figure 11: Mean ow time of reservation shemes
The performane degration of FlexTime-FlexRate sheme's bloking probability and
Multi-Interval sheme's mean ow time an be explained using a simple example in Fig-
ure 12.
In this example, there are two ingress links and two egress links interonneted by over-
provisioned ore networks. Existing request r1 reserves bandwidth in I1 and E1, while
existing request r2 reserves bandwidth in I2 and E2 as shown in the Figure. At urrent
system time, a new request r3 arrives at I1 with destination E2. For the three FixTime
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Figure 12: A fragmentation example
shemes (FixTime-FixRate-Rmax sheme, FixTime-FixRate-Rmin sheme and Threshold-
FixTime-FlexRate sheme), they are not allowed to aept r3 sine bandwidth is fully re-
served for the urrent time. This prevents fragmentation as shown in the Figure when
both FlexTime-FlexRate sheme andMulti-Interval sheme exploit their exibility to aept
r3. This time-axis framentation inreases FlexTime-FlexRate sheme's bloking probability,
sine FlexTime-FlexRate sheme an only alloate a ontinuous time interval. On the other
hand, bloking rate of Multi-Interval sheme is not aeted as muh as FlexTime-FlexRate
sheme beause Multi-Interval sheme an make use of multiple (disontinuous) intervals.
However Multi-Interval sheme's mean ow time is aeted.
In above examples, Multi-Interval shemes often give the best perfromane. However,
using multiple intervals omes at a ost. Figure 13 shows the inrease trend of sub-interval
number when network size is inreased. It is shown that this number beomes quite stable
around a small level, when the number of nodes grows larger than the multiplexing level of
a single link, whih is C/Rmax. This result holds for dierent load levels. This observation
shows the feasibility of exploiting Multi-Interval sheme.
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ow in Multi-Interval sheme
6 System arhiteture
The logi framework shown in Figure 3 orresponds to a entralized sheduler, whih may
not be desirable beause:
 links may be under ontrol of dierent authorities;
 when network size grows, the entralized sheduler itself may beome a bottlenek;
 Centralized sheduler presents an one-failure-point.
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Figure 14: Distributed arhiteture
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Thus we present a simple distributed arhiteutre as shown in Figure 14. In this arhite-
ture, every bottlenek link is assoiated with a loal bandwidth sheduler, whih maintains
the loal reservation state. Request generated from the soure rst arrives at link L1, whose
sheduler uses min operation to ombine its loal link state onstraint into the request
speiation. The updated request speiation is forwards to the nexthop. In this way,
the onstraint funtion is updated hop by hop: Cir(t) = (Li min C
i−1
r )(t). When request
reahes the last hop Ln, the onstraint funtion Cr(t) is ompletely onstruted, and the
sheduler in Ln makes deision Dr(t) based on Cr(t). Dr(t) is sent to destination, whih
may issue a onrmation. Dr(t) is then sent through the same path bak to soure. Dr(t)
is kept unhanged along the path, and eah hop uses Dr(t) to update its loal reservation
state Ln.
Single out a loal sheduler, its logi an still be interpreted using the logi framework of
Figure 3. The only dierene is that for shedulers not in the last hop, their fun operation
is not a loal operation but depends reursively on the next hop.
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7 Related works
Admission ontrol and bandwidth reservation have been studied extensively in multimedia
networking. A real-time ow normally requests a speied value of bandwidth. Existing
reservation shemes suh as RSVP [3℄ attempt to reserve the speied bandwidth immedi-
ately when request arrives. Reservation remains in eet for an indenite duration until
expliit Teardown signal is issued or soft state expires. No time-indexed reservation state
is kept.
Time-indexed reservation is needed when onsidering advane reservation of bandwidth
[15℄, whih allows requesting bandwidth before atual transfer is ready to happen. For exam-
ple, a sheduled tele-onferene may reserve bandwidth for a speied future time interval.
[4℄ shows that advane reservation auses bandwidth fragmentation in time axis, whih may
signiantly redue aept probability of requests arriving later. To address the problem,
they propose the onept of malleable reservation, whih denes advane reservation request
with exible start time and rate.
Optimal ontrol and their omplexity is studied for dierent levels of exibility. [2℄ stud-
ies all admission ontrol in a resoure-sharing system, i.e. how to use the rejet exibility
regarding dierent lasses of tra. Optimal poliy struture is identied for some speial
ase. [12℄ proved that in a network with multiple ingress and egress sites, o-line optimiza-
tion of aept rate for uniform-volume uniform-rate requests with randomly speied life
span is NP-omplete. They also onsider exible tuning of reservation rate. [1℄ studies the
inrease of Erlang apaity of a system by dereasing the servie rate. In its essential, suh
servie rate saling is idential to the apaity saling, whih is studied by [10℄ and [9℄ to
approximate large loss networks.
There is also a large literature of online job sheduling with deadline, for example, [8℄,
[11℄, [14℄. A job monopolizes proessor for the time it's being sheduled, whih maps ex-
atly to paket level sheduling, while in ow level, we must onsider multiple ows share
bandwidth onurrently, as represented by Rmax.
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8 Conlusion
In this paper, we study the bandwidth reservation problem for bulk data transfers in grid
networks. We model grid networks as multiple sites interonneted by wide area networks
with potential bottleneks. Data transfer requests arrive online with speied volumes and
deadlines, whih allow more exibility in reservation shemes design. We formalize a gen-
eral non-preemptive reservation framework, and use simulation to examine the impat of
feasibility over performane. We also propose a simple distributed arhiteture for the
given framework. The inreased exibility an potentially improve system performane, but
the enlarged design exibility also raises new hallenges to identify appropriate reservation
shemes inside the solution spae.
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